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Radial and zonal modes in hyperfine-scale stellarator turbulence
F. Jenko and A. Kendl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
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Electromagnetic plasma turbulence at hyperfine~i.e., electron gyroradius! scales is studied in the
geometry of an advanced stellarator fusion experiment, Wendelstein 7-AS@H. Renner, Plasma Phys.
Controlled Fusion31, 1579 ~1989!#, by means of nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations. It is
demonstrated that high-amplitude radial streamers may also exist in non-tokamak devices, raising
the electron heat flux to experimentally relevant values. Moreover, some statistical characteristics of
the fully developed turbulence are computed, highlighting the~co-!existence, nature, and role of
self-generated zonal flows and fields. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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In contrast to the axisymmetric case of a tokamak,
magnetic field configuration of a stellarator is characteriz
by greater complexity and higher dimensionality. This m
have important consequences for the linear and nonlin
properties of microinstabilities. The geometric coefficients
the basic equations differ significantly from simple toroid
ity, and do not, in general, allow to apply results found
tokamak geometry to a stellarator. For example, it has b
demonstrated that the turbulent transport by drift-Alfv´n
waves is affected by the local magnetic shear.1 In this work,
we want to study some aspects of electron temperature
dient~ETG! turbulence in stellarator geometry, exploring d
ferences and similarities with respect to the tokamak cas

Electron heat transport in present-day stellarators is
ten dominated by neoclassical processes.2 On the other hand
it is observed that turbulent contributions with a gyro-Boh
type scaling also play a role.2,3 At this stage, our knowledge
about the mechanisms underlying anomalous electron t
mal transport in stellarators is quite fragmentary, howev
One obvious candidate is the trapped electron mode~TEM!,
but at least in some cases, it seems to leave the global
finement unaffected.2 Moreover, attempts to reduce the ne
classical transport in next-generation experiments via m
netic field optimization happens to also weaken the role
TEMs since regions of large magnetic curvature and h
trapped particle fraction tend to be separated. So the que
naturally arises if there are other microinstabilities pote
tially causing electron thermal transport.

Nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of tokamak plasm
have shown that ETG turbulence at hyperfine scales~see,
e.g., Ref. 4, and references therein! may exhibit high-
4101070-664X/2002/9(10)/4103/4/$19.00
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amplitude radial streamers, yielding experimentally relev
electron heat fluxes despite its low intrinsic mixing leng
level.4,5 If this surprising finding also holds for stellarator
ETG modes should be considered as a possible sourc
electron heat transport. Tokamak simulations show that
presence or absence of ETG streamers is dependent o
tails of the magnetic geometry, namely the value of the g
bal magnetic shear,ŝ, and the normalized pressure gradie
a.4 Therefore it is nota priori clear if one should expec
ETG transport to be relevant for stellarators or not. Dire
numerical simulations will have to provide the answer. B
sides this question, we will also address the~co-!existence,
nature, and role of turbulence-driven zonal flows and fie
on hyperfine scales. These purely radial variations of

perturbed electromagnetic potentialsf̃ andÃi are associated
with E3B flows and magnetic field fluctuations. They ca
be self-generated by the turbulence and may in turn act a
dominant nonlinear saturation mechanism.6–12

In the absence of generic model magnetohydrodyna
equilibria for stellarators, we will focus specifically on Wen
delstein 7-AS,13 which can be seen as a prototype for a c
tain important class of magnetic fusion devices called ‘‘he
cal advanced stellarators.’’ Our nominal physical parame
are based on the Wendelstein 7-AS discharge No. 4968
an effective minor radius of 6 cm, i.e., at about 1/3 of t
effective minor radius of the last closed flux surface. T
electron density and temperature are given byne

52.2•1019 m23 and Te52.3 keV, respectively, their nor
malized gradients areR/Lne

52(R/ne)(dne /dr)50 and

R/LTe
52(R/Te)(dTe /dr)510, whereR52.0 m is the ma-
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Poloidal cross sections of Wendelste
7-AS together with representative flux tubes. The turb
lence exhibits high-amplitude radial streamers.
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jor plasma radius. The magnetic field strength isB52.5 T,
the rotational transform isi51/q'1/3, and the global mag
netic shear isŝ52(r /i)(di/dr)'0. The nominal value for
t5Zeff(Te/Ti) was chosen to be unity, and the electr
plasma beta is given bybe58pneTe /B250.32%. From a
critical gradient formula for ETG modes in Wendelste
W7-AS,14 it can be inferred that the nominalR/LTe

510 is
clearly above (R/LTe

)crit'2.5.
We now turn to some fundamental aspects of nonlin

gyrokinetic computations of turbulence and transport
Wendelstein 7-AS. The fact that we deal with perpendicu
scales of the order of only a few ion gyroradii in a config
ration with i'1/3 andŝ'0 means that it is justified to em
ploy the well-established method of flux-tube simulations15

using periodic boundary conditions in the field-line follow
ing coordinate after three toroidal turns and neglecting p
pendicular variations of the geometric coefficients. This i
significant simplification compared to global simulatio
which may be needed in some cases, particularly for la
scale turbulence in smaller devices.16,17Note that despite the
broken continuous axisymmetry, there remains a fivefold d
crete symmetry which ensures that a fair proportion of
flux surface is already sampled by only one representa
flux tube. The situation is visualized in Fig. 1 by means o
Poincare´ plot.

For our nonlinear simulations, we choose a flux tu
~shown in red! which intersects the outboard side of the
liptical plane because, for the nominal physical parame
given above, it exhibits the largest linear growth rat
Shown in orange are the other four equivalent flux tubes.
geometric input data that specifies the three-dimensio
magnetic field structure is generated by means of the G
don code18 as a Fourier expansion in straight-field-line coo
dinates. The nonlinear electromagnetic gyrokinetic Vlas
Maxwell equations19,20 are solved on a fixed grid in five
dimensional phase space by means of a massively par
code,gene ~see Ref. 4!. The simulations are carried out in
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magnetic flux tube with perpendicular dimensions
128 re , wherere is the gyroradius of thermal electrons. Th
ions are taken to respond adiabatically, and trapped elec
effects are neglected. We use 64 grid points in all three s
tial directions, and 30310 points in (v i ,m) space.

Because of the low intrinsic mixing length level for ET
modes, the presence of high-amplitude streamers is vita
order to achieve experimentally relevant values of the e
tron heat conductivityxe .4,5 Here, we present simulations o
ETG turbulence in stellarator geometry for the above no
nal parameters, investigating this issue. As can be seen
snapshots off̃, ñe , andT̃e in Fig. 1 for the fully developed
turbulence, the system indeed exhibits high-amplitu

@(ef̃/Te0)(LTe
/re);10# radially elongated vortices. In

physical units, ef̃/Te0;ñe /ne0;0.2% and T̃e /Te0

;0.25% which significantly exceeds the mixing length e
pectations, ef̃/Te0;ñe /ne0;T̃e /Te0;re /LTe

;0.023%.
On the other hand, the average streamer aspect ratio c
puted from the FWHM values of the radial and poloid
autocorrelation functions off̃ @see Fig. 2~a!# is given by
Dx /Dy521re/10.5re52.0. Obviously, ETG transport level
way beyond the mixing length estimate are due to both fin
vortex aspect ratiosand enhanced fluctuation amplitude

FIG. 2. Radial autocorrelation function off̃ as a function ofDx in units of

re , andky spectra ofñe
2 and T̃e

2 , denoted, respectively, byn and t.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Moreover, the induced transport ofxe;12re
2v te /LTe

is
clearly dominated by its electrostatic part~associated with
perpendicularE3B advection!, with the electromagnetic
component~due to fast electron motion along perturb
magnetic field lines! contributing only some 2% to the tota
xe . This finding is consistent with earlier tokamak resu
and has been discussed in Ref. 21.

Hence we have demonstrated that the occurrence
dominance of high-amplitude ETG streamers is, in gene
not dependent on a particular kind of magnetic geome
~i.e., that of a tokamak!. Here, we would like to stress onc
again that given theŝ-a dependence in the tokamak ca
~see Ref. 4!, this result is by no means trivial. In particula
for a tokamak with no significant global magnetic shear, o
would not observe streamers. As is shown in Ref. 22,
ETG transport levels are generally explained well by a mo
which simply balances the linear growth rates,gL , of long-
wavelength streamers with the growth rates of secondary
stabilities,gS ~see also Ref. 5!. Among the latter are Kelvin–
Helmholtz-type modes driven by gradients of t
perpendicular and parallel velocity gradients of the prim
instabilities. SincegS is proportional to the amplitude of th
primary, the saturation amplitude follows fromgS;gL . It is
hard if not impossible to predict the outcome of this interp
in a magnetic geometry as complex as the one under in
tigation here.

In Fig. 2~b!, the ky spectra of two quantities are pre
sented:ñe

2 and T̃e
2 , denoted, respectively, byn and t. Both

spectra have pronounced peaks aroundkyre;0.2 ~despite
the fact that the linearly most unstable modes havekyre

;0.4) and display a strong drop forkyre*0.3 which can be
approximately described by a power law,A}ky

22.4. It is in-
teresting to note that almost the same exponent has
found in tokamak simulations of both ETG and drift-wa
turbulence as described, respectively, in Refs. 22 and
This agreement of the scaling exponents is not surpris
however, given the fact that the role of the perpendiculaE
3B nonlinearity controlling the cascade dynamics is t
same in all three cases. The central importance of lo
wavelength ETG modes in the turbulent system has an in
esting implication: Repeating the above simulation, tak
into account finite electron Debye length effects (lDe /re

51.7 for our nominal parameters!, xe is only reduced by a
factor of 2~reflecting the change of the linear growth rates
kyre&0.2), despite the fact that all modes withkyre*0.4
are linearly stabilized. The nonlinearky spectra are found to

FIG. 3. Snapshot of flux surface averaged values off̃, Ṽ[ ṽEy8 , andÃi as
a function of the radial coordinatex.
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be very similar to the ones displayed in Fig. 2~b!, except that
they tend to peak at slightly lower values ofky .

Having established the existence of high-amplitu
streamers, and having studied some of their main proper
we would now like to address the following question: Ho
important are zonal flows and fields, i.e., purely radial (ky

5ki50) fluctuations off̃ and Ãi? Both of these compo
nents of the turbulent system are generated nonlinearly
can decorrelate the turbulent eddies that drive them. Zo
flows and fields lead to radial variations of the poloidalE
3B flow and magnetic shear, respectively, keeping the av
age deviation at zero at all times. A typical snapshot of

flux-surface averaged values off̃ and Ãi ~in normalized
units! as a function of the radial coordinatex ~normalized to
re) is plotted in Fig. 3. From data like this, one can compu

the radial profiles of both theE3B shearing rate,Ṽ[ ṽEy8 ,

and the magnetic shear fluctuation,s̃[qRB̃y8/B, where the
prime stands ford/dx. The space and time averaged RM

values are given byṼ rms'0.12v te /R;0.3 gmax and s̃rms

'0.018, wheregmax is the maximum linear growth rate. (Ṽ
can reach local and instantaneous peak values which
about three times larger than that as can be seen in Fi

whereṼ is shown in units ofv te /R.) This is in contrast to

results from ITG turbulence whereṼ can significantly ex-

ceedgmax ~e.g.,Ṽmax/gmax;14 in Ref. 24!. In the latter case,

one obtains the zonal flow saturation criterionṼ rms;gmax

only after correcting for the ineffectiveness of the high fr

quency component ofṼ. Moreover, the zonal components o

ETG turbulence contribute only 1% or so to the totalf̃ rms.
This is again in contrast to the findings in the ITG ca
where zonal modes withkxr i;0.1 tend to contribute signifi-
cantly or even dominate the fluctuation free energy contai

in f̃ ~see, e.g., Ref. 24, and references therein!.
It is well known that low-amplitude ITG streamers a

broken up by zonal flows.9,10 In the ETG case, however, th
self-generated zonal flows are too weak~about 15–20 times
weaker than in the ITG case as we have shown above! to
break up the high-amplitude streamers as is obvious fr
Fig. 1. Moreover, since magnetic shear variations prima
affect the linear growth rates of the ETG modes driving t
turbulence,12 a value ofs̃rms'0.018 is certainly too small for
zonal fields to play a significant role. Similar zonal flow/fie
saturation levels as the ones reported here have also
found in ETG simulations of tokamak plasmas. Thus,
may conclude that, at least for a significant region in para
eter space, zonal modes on electron gyroradius scales be
more or less passively. A notable exception could be the E
simulations for tokamak edge parameters described in R
21.

Nevertheless, it is still of interest to study the spect
properties of zonal flows and fields, e.g., in order to allow
comparisons with analytic theories of nonlinear zonal mo
generation and saturation. Thekx spectra of these zonal fluc

tuations are plotted in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Whereas zonalf̃ ’s
are excited over a wide range ofkx values (0.1&kxre&1),

zonal Ãi’s tend to be dominated by the lowest~finite! kx
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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mode~see also Fig. 3!. The drop of the zonal component o
f̃ at low kx may be understood in terms of a reduction bykx

2

relative to the ITG case~both a secondary instability
analysis5 and inspection of the gyrokinetic Poisson equatio4

show that! which in turn exhibits a 1/kx behavior at lowkx .24

For kxre*0.5, the spectra exhibit a power law decay,f̃

}kx
2n and Ãi}kx

2m , where n52.360.3 andm52.860.3.
Changing the value ofbe to half its nominal value yields the
same exponents. It is interesting to note that the turbulenky

spectrum@see Fig. 2~b!# and the zonalkx spectrum off̃
}ñe fall off with similar exponents. This suggests that t
same turbulent cascade processes might determine the e
nents of both types of spectra. If this were true, we wo
expect these exponents to be quite universal because the
of the perpendicular nonlinearities is invariant under geom
ric changes. To test this idea, we simulated a tokamak pla
with R/Ln52.2, R/LTe

5R/LTi
56.9, q51.4, ŝ50.8, t51,

mi /me5100, andbe51023. The perpendicular box siz
was 512re with 2 re per grid cell, and the adiabatic io
approximation was dropped. The resultingkx spectra of
zonal flows and fields are shown in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!.
~Other aspects of these two-species, two-scale ITG-E
simulations will be presented elsewhere.! Figure 4~c! shows
that the drop of the zonal flow spectrum at lowkx observed
in Fig. 4~a! is due to ion adiabaticity and the absence
longer-wavelength turbulence. Furthermore, for this co
pletely different system, we basically get the same expon
over a wider range inkx space. Such robustness indicat
that a generic theory based on cascade dynamics migh
able to capture the essence of the underlying mechanism~s!.

In summary, we have presented the first simulations
stellarator core turbulence, examining some key characte

FIG. 4. Time-averagedkx spectra of the flux surface averaged values off̃

andÃi ~zonal flows and fields! @~a!,~b!#. A tokamak case is shown for com
parison@~c!,~d!#.
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tics of gyrokinetic ETG turbulence in the geometry of We
delstein 7-AS. We find that high-amplitude ETG stream
may also appear in a magnetic geometry other than that
tokamak, raisingxe to experimentally relevant values. Give
the ŝ-a dependence in the tokamak case, this result is by
means trivial. In particular, for a tokamak with no significa
global magnetic shear, one wouldnot observe streamers
ETG turbulence should therefore be considered as a pos
source of electron heat transport in stellarators. Zonal flo
and fields tend to play a subdominant role in the turbul
dynamics, at least for a significant region in parameter sp
Many of the spectral properties of zonal modes are obser
to be quite universal, indicating that a generic theory of zo
modes at hyperfine scales might be constructable on the b
of cascade physics.
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